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Abstract—This paper explores the feasibility of a storage architecture that offers the reliability and access performance characteristics of
a high-end system, yet is cost-efficient. We propose ThriftStore, a storage architecture that integrates two types of components: volatile,
aggregated storage and dedicated, yet low-bandwidth durable storage. On the one hand, the durable storage forms a back end that
enables the system to restore the data the volatile nodes may lose. On the other hand, the volatile nodes provide a high-throughput frontend. Although integrating these components has the potential to offer a unique combination of high throughput and durability at a low cost,
a number of concerns need to be addressed to architect and correctly provision the system. To this end, we develop analytical and
simulation-based tools to evaluate the impact of system characteristics (e.g., bandwidth limitations on the durable and the volatile nodes)
and design choices (e.g., the replica placement scheme) on data availability and the associated system costs (e.g., maintenance traffic).
Moreover, to demonstrate the high-throughput properties of the proposed architecture, we prototype a GridFTP server based on
ThriftStore. Our evaluation demonstrates an impressive, up to 800 Mbps transfer throughput for the new GridFTP service.
Index Terms—Distributed storage, modeling storage reliability trade-offs, low-cost storage.
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INTRODUCTION

A

number of existing distributed storage systems (e.g.,
cluster-based [1], [2] and peer-to-peer [3], [4] storage
systems) aim to offer reliable, cost-effective data stores on
top of commodity or even donated storage components. To
tolerate failure of individual nodes, these systems use data
redundancy through replication or erasure coding. These
systems, however, face two challenges: first, regardless of
the redundancy level used, there is always a nonzero
probability of a burst of correlated permanent failures that
may lead to permanent data loss. Second, provisioning
these systems to guarantee user-defined levels of service is
challenging due to the complex relationships among the
characteristics of the system components (storage nodes
and network interconnect), data placement decisions, failure characteristics, and overall system properties like data
reliability and throughput.
This study addresses these challenges in two ways: first,
it explores the feasibility of a hybrid storage architecture,
which we dub ThriftStore from “thrifty storage,” that offers
the data access throughput and reliability of enterprise class
systems. Second, it presents analytical- and simulationbased tools to support system provisioning and performance analysis.
To obtain high I/O throughput and strong durability
while keeping cost under control, ThriftStore integrates two
types of low-cost storage components. First, durable nodes: a
set of dedicated, yet low-throughput nodes that provide data
durability. For example, this component can be an Automated Tape Library (ATL), which, compared to commodity
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disks, has an order of magnitude longer mean time to failure,
is two to three times cheaper in terms of total cost of
ownership, and consumes almost one order of magnitude
less power [5]. Second, volatile nodes: a large number of
unreliable nodes that, on aggregate, provide a high throughput front-end data store. For example, these nodes can be a
subset of the desktops available in a company or a research
institution whose idle storage is opportunistically scavenged.
One usage scenario for this hybrid architecture is a
GridFTP server [6]. To enable the high I/O access rates
required by scientific applications, existing GridFTP deployments are often supported by dedicated hardware resources
(e.g., parallel file systems running on clusters). Integrating
GridFTP with a combination of dedicated and scavenged
storage resources offers the opportunity to lower the deployment cost while maintaining high performance. Another
usage scenario is a high-performance data-store geared
toward a read-mostly workload that uses a storage utility
(e.g., Amazon’s S3 [7]) for data durability, and local or cloudprovided workstations as the front-end for high-performance
data access. For instance, such storage service can be used to
support large-scale photo-sharing web services (e.g., Flickr
[8]) which serves a read-dominant workload and requires
high durability. Finally, we note that ThriftStore’s two-tier
architecture naturally supports many-task computing (MTC)
applications as, typically, these applications are data intensive [9] and require that data be made available to a large set of
computing nodes. In an MTC scenario, ThriftStore’s front-end
layer is built by aggregating the underutilized storage space of
the allocated compute nodes and will shield the shared
systemwide storage system (which will stand as the persistent
ThriftStore back end) from most of the read load generated by
the MTC application. As a matter of fact, recent research
projects recommend the proposed architecture [10], [11], yet
without integrating the various storage resources.
ThriftStore’s hybrid architecture enables complete decoupling of the two components of data reliability: durability
(ability to preserve the data) and availability (ability to serve
the data when requested). For many applications, durability
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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is the critical requirement: applications may tolerate shortterm storage service interruptions (i.e., lower availability) if
data are not permanently lost. Decoupling durability and
availability offers an opportunity to engineer systems that
provide strong durability guarantees while relaxing the
availability guarantees to control the overall cost.
ThriftStore’s hybrid architecture brings, however, two
challenges. The first challenge is to correctly provision the
controlled resources to provide user-defined performance
levels. In this architecture, the scarce resource is the
bandwidth of the durable component(s), which may limit
data availability in the entire system. Other characteristics
that affect availability include the data volume (number of
objects and their size), the replication level, the characteristics of the volatile nodes (e.g., failure characteristics,
network capabilities, and storage space) and the characteristics of the interconnection network. In order to design tools
that guide resource provisioning to provide user-defined
availability guarantees, we explore the relationship between
the above system characteristics and data availability.
The second challenge is to design an efficient data
placement and replication scheme that generates low I/O
demand on the durable nodes while capitalizing on the
bandwidth of the volatile, high-throughput nodes. This
requirement is important to maximize systemwide availability and to minimize the amount of data that need to be
restored using the durable, low-bandwidth component.
To tackle these challenges, we address the following
more concrete questions:
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the analytical model, as they would make it intractable
(such as the details of replica placement scheme and those
of the deployment environment); we develop a low-level
simulator of the proposed architecture. The simulator uses
as inputs machine availability traces, implements the
behavior of the replication scheme used, and enables an
accurate evaluation of the system’s characteristics.
Analytical modeling and simulation, however, do not
shed any light on the practical challenges of implementing
the proposed architecture and or on its throughput
characteristics. To shed light on these issues, we developed
a proof-of-concept prototype based on the GridFTP usage
scenario. The prototype integrates the Globus’ project
GridFTP server [12] and MosaStore [13], a data store based
on scavenged storage.
The contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:
.

.

.

Consider a system built atop of volatile, unreliable
components only, which employs replication to
provide both durability and availability. How does
the data loss probability relate to various system parameters
(e.g., data volume, repair bandwidth, and replication level)?
. In the symmetric system considered above, we
introduce a low-bandwidth yet durable component
(e.g., a tape). We assume that each object has one
replica stored on this component yet, due to its low
bandwidth, clients cannot directly fetch the data
objects stored (i.e., replicas must exist on the highbandwidth components to be available to clients).
This component, in effect, provides durability but
not availability. We are interested in estimating the
availability loss resulting from having one replica stored
on a medium with low access rate.
. Having integrated the durable component, and given
the characteristics of the volatile nodes (e.g., mean
time to failure and maximum bandwidth allocated to
repair traffic), what is the impact of resource constraints
(e.g., bandwidth at the durable and volatile nodes) on the
resulting availability level and, consequently, what is the
volume of repair traffic generated at the durable and
volatile nodes?
. Once the system and workload characteristics are
fixed (e.g., bandwidth constraints and failure rates),
what replication and replica placement scheme enable
maximum availability?
To answer the above questions, this paper presents an
analytical model based on Markov chains. The model
captures the key relationships between availability and
the main system characteristics: the failure characteristics of
the volatile nodes, and the maintenance bandwidth allocated at the volatile and durable components. Further, to
study the impact of other factors that cannot be included in
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First, we propose a low-cost, reliable, high-performance data-store architecture. We explore the tradeoffs enabled by the proposed solution, and compare
it to a pure replication-based solution using analytical modeling and simulations (Section 3 discusses
our system model while Section 4.3 presents the
evaluation results).
Second, we provide tools that allow for dimensional
analysis and system provisioning: an analytical
model that captures the main system characteristics;
and a simulator that enables detailed performance
predictions (Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
Third, we evaluate the impact on availability for
three replica placement schemes. The results show
that creating a new replica at the node that offers the
fastest creation time can reduce unavailability by
two orders of magnitude compared to a solution that
aims for load balancing in terms of space, and by one
order of magnitude compared to random placement
(Section 4.3.5).
Fourth, we demonstrate the feasibility of this
approach through a prototype-based evaluation that
confirms its high-throughput properties. The prototype implements a GridFTP server that employs the
ThriftStore architecture. Additionally, we discuss the
efficiency limitations of current GridFTP server
designs, and present novel optimizations to address
these limitations (Section 5).

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section presents background information on storage
systems that use redundancy to improve data reliability
(Sections 1 and 2) and discusses past work on analytical
modeling of replicated storage systems (Section 3).

2.1 Redundant Storage Systems
A countless number of distributed storage systems use data
redundancy (through replication or erasure coding) to
improve reliability. These systems can be classified in three
high-level categories based on their target deployment
environment. First, peer-to-peer storage systems (e.g., OceanStore [3], TotalRecall [14], Farsite [15], and Ivy [16]) harness
idle disk space from thousands of wide-area, distributed
workstations, and use redundancy to reduce the probability
of data loss and to increase availability. Second, cluster-based
storage systems (e.g., PVFS [17], Ceph [2], and GoogleFS [1])
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are hosted on dedicated, highly-available cluster nodes.
Often the primary design concern in this case is achieving
maximum throughput; hence, reliability is managed via
simple replication techniques that do not compromise
access performance. Third, closer to our system, scavenged
storage systems (e.g., FreeLoader [18] and dCache [19])
aggregate idle storage space from LAN-connected, nondedicated workstations. dCache, for example, combines
heterogeneous disk-based storage systems (including donated storage) to offer a unified, high-performance data
store. Similar to ThriftStore, dCache enables the inclusion of
a tertiary storage system as a back-end reliable component,
and uses file replication to improve reliability. dCache
designers, however, do not provide guidance on how to
provision the system to provide user-specified data
reliability guarantees.
Finally, hierarchical storage management systems employ a similar architecture. Our system is different in that it
integrates a set of volatile resources as the front-end, and
that our study provides tools for adequate provisioning.

2.2 Design Techniques
The characteristics of the targeted deployment environment
(e.g., the maintenance bandwidth available at the participating nodes as well as their failure and repair rates) are the
main factors that drive the design of redundant storage
systems. Blake and Rodrigues [20] argue that bandwidth
constraints ultimately determine the achievable durable
storage capacity regardless of the redundancy level used;
Chun et al. [21] also reach the same conclusion. In these
conditions, the following techniques have been used to
reduce the volume of generated maintenance traffic:
Separating durability and availability. Chun et al. [21]
observe that durability and availability can be decoupled to
reduce maintenance costs in the presence of failures.
Lefebvre and Feeley [22] provide a formula for determining
the replica repair rate when durability is the only concern,
and show that high availability requires much more
frequent repairs.
ThriftStore, however, completely separates durability
and availability management. Durability is entirely related
to the characteristics of the durable component; while the
desired level of availability is controlled by correctly
provisioning system’s resources (e.g., the bandwidth of
the durable and volatile nodes as well as the replication
level), hence allowing for a higher degree of flexibility to
decide on the availability level without affecting durability.
Differentiating between transient and permanent failures can
reduce repair traffic overhead. Carbonite [21] reintegrates
replicas after transient failures; which implies that the
system must track all replicas, including those located on
offline nodes. We borrow this approach to reduce replica
repair costs on the volatile nodes. Another approach,
suggested by Blake and Rodrigues [20], is to use long
timeouts when detecting failures. While this technique
reduces the number of unnecessary repairs, it increases the
time to repair a misclassified permanent failure, hence
threatening durability.
Full replication and erasure coding. These are two widely
employed data redundancy techniques. Full replication
creates full copies of the data. It has the advantage of
simplicity and low access overhead; however, it imposes
higher repair traffic and storage overheads. Erasure coding,
conversely, avoids whole object replication to reduce
storage overhead; however, it imposes extra computational
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Fig. 1. ThriftStore architecture.

costs due to coding/decoding. ThriftStore is agnostic to the
redundancy mechanism used as either erasure coding or
full replication can be employed. As we design for high
throughput, we have chosen to first explore a replicationbased solution.

2.3

Analytical Models of Replicated Storage
Systems
Markov chains have been used in the past to model
replication-based systems. Ramabhardan and Pasquale
[23] model data durability in replicated peer-to-peer storage
systems. The model is analyzed to derive an expression for
the expected object lifetime, to examine the impact of
resource constrains (e.g., repair bandwidth limitations) on
durability, and how to optimally tune these constrains to
maximize durability.
Lian et al. [24] use Markov chains to model the impact of
replica placement on durability in cluster-based storage
systems. The model is used to derive an expression for
mean time until the first permanent data loss occurs.
Our model is different in that it considers an asymmetric
system. We base our model on the one proposed by Chun
et al. [21]. We expand the model to add the durable
component, and derive an expression for object availability.

3

SYSTEM MODEL

This section describes the main components of ThriftStore
(Section 1), details our assumptions (Section 2), and discusses
a number of issues related to the system model (Section 3).

3.1 Architecturally Relevant Components
The architecture includes three components (Fig. 1):
3.1.1 A Large Number of Volatile Nodes
These nodes could be a subset of the desktops available in a
company or a research institution. The volatile nodes
maintain n copies of each object in the system. This forms
a front-end storage area with substantial parallel IO
channels, hence supporting high-performance data access.
3.1.2 One Durable Component
The durable component could be an external archival
service or a complex set of devices (e.g., ATL) but, for the
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purpose of our analysis, we model it as a single durable
component that maintains a copy of each object in the
system. This forms a back-end data store that is able to
recreate the data the volatile nodes may lose; hence, offering
strong durability guarantees for the whole system.

3.1.3 A Logically Centralized Metadata Service
Clients locate objects by contacting a metadata service that
maintains all metadata related to objects, detects replica
failures, and makes replica placement decisions. Note that
this service is just conceptually centralized as distributed
implementations, which support better scalability and
resilience to failures, are possible [2], [25] (albeit at the cost
of increased complexity).

3.2.3 Availability
It is the ability to serve the data when requested. We
assume that clients access the system only through the
volatile nodes (Fig. 1). Thus, if a data object is not available
on a volatile node (e.g., in case of a crash that hits all its
replicas), the object is first copied from the durable node
and, once it has at least a replica on a volatile node, the
system makes it available to applications. As a result, we
define availability as the ratio of time a data object has at least one
replica available on a volatile node. The rationale behind this
choice is twofold. First, we aim to avoid using the durable
node to directly serve the application’s read workload to
minimize the load the durable node must serve (and to
implicitly minimize its cost). Second, even if the durable
node could directly serve client load, this flow will directly
compete with other repair traffic. Thus, the available
throughput for any single client will severely be impacted
and applications may deem it unsatisfactory, making, in
effect, the corresponding data object unavailable.
3.2.4 Replica Repair Model
The system seeks to maintain a minimum replication level n
for all objects at all times on the volatile nodes. Once a failed
volatile node is detected, the system reacts by creating
additional copies to increase the replication level back to n .
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Each volatile node limits the bandwidth allocated for
replica repair to b. If the replication level on the volatile
nodes goes down to 0 for a specific object, then the durable
component creates, with a repair bandwidth limited to B, a
new copy of the object on one of the volatile nodes. The new
copy is then used to create additional replicas on other
volatile nodes up to the replication level n.

3.3 Discussion
This section discusses a number of questions related to the
system model.
1.

3.2 Definitions and Assumptions
3.2.1 Volatile Nodes’ Failure Model: Transient and
Permanent Failures
Permanent failures (e.g., a disk failure) cause data loss.
Transient failures, on the other hand, do not cause data loss,
but preclude instant access to data (e.g., a powered-off
node). During transient failures, however, the system may
waste bandwidth by triggering unnecessary repair actions.
To reduce the cost of recovering after transient failures,
replicas are reintegrated once they rejoin the system.
Failures are detected using timeouts. Nodes declare their
availability to the system via heartbeat messages sent to the
metadata service.
3.2.2 Durability
It is the ability of the system to preserve data over time. All
data objects have a copy on the durable component. Thus, the
durability of the system is at least as good as that of the
durable component. Since this is orders of magnitude better
than the durability of the volatile nodes, for the practical goal
of our evaluation we assume that the durable component
never looses data (i.e., has 100 percent durability).
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How does the system deal with write operations? The
proposed system mostly benefits a read-intensive
workload. Writes can be handled in two ways that
trade between throughput and durability. Pessimistic writes are executed first on the durable component then the normal system operation creates
replicas on volatile nodes and makes the data
available for reading. Alternatively, optimistic writes
are first performed (with a predetermined redundancy) on the volatile nodes, then data is transferred
in the background to the durable component. Also,
workload characteristics or application-provided
information can be exploited to improve write
performance. For example, if an application only
needs a fast “scratch” space for temporary data, the
system can skip pushing the data to the back-end
durable component.
Regardless of the approach used to handle writes,
our study demonstrates a reduced read load on the
durable component. This, in turn, helps improve the
write throughput by leaving a higher share of the
durable component throughput available for the
write load.
Can workload and platform characteristics be exploited to
further improve availability (or, equivalently, to reduce
maintenance costs for a given availability level)? Yes, it
is possible to statically or dynamically tune the
redundancy level of individual objects or the
redundancy technique used to achieve a particular
availability level while controlling the associated
redundancy costs. On the one side, the system can
exploit the workload characteristics in multiple
ways. For example, the system can provide differentiated availability according to object popularity
to increase perceived system availability while
reducing the overall costs. Similarly, it is possible
to prioritize the repair of frequently accessed objects
to improve their availability. Finally, the system can
exploit the fact that some redundancy techniques are
better suited for some specific workloads than
others: for example, full replication is well-suited
for random access patterns and for small-sized files
as it has high storage overhead, yet low runtime
access latency (no processing required to access the
object); erasure coding, however, has lower storage
requirements compared to pure replication, yet
increased data access latency (due to coding/
encoding) thus it can better handle workloads with
sequential access to large files. On the other side, the
system can adapt to platform characteristics. For
example, as suggested by Bhagwan et al. [14], the
system can dynamically adjust the redundancy level
using real-time estimates for the MTTF of the
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Further, from a state k > 0, transitions to the next lower
state “kk  1” happen with rate k as each of the k nodes
holding a replica may fail with a failure rate  which we
assume to be the same for all volatile nodes.

Fig. 2. Markov chain model.

3.

4

volatile nodes. All these optimization techniques,
however, are orthogonal to our study as we focus on
evaluating the benefits and the tradeoffs brought by
the basic properties of the hybrid architecture in the
absence of any specific optimizations.
Where do file system properties (e.g., security and
consistency) fit in the proposed architecture? We propose
storage system architecture not a file system: highlevel file system properties, such as security and
consistency semantics, are outside the scope of our
study. For example, the architecture does not impose
the use of a specific access control solution or
consistency model; these can be implemented on
top of the existing architecture. However, the characteristics of the architecture (e.g., the fact that it is
distributed) may impact the design of such features.

AVAILABILITY STUDY

This section uses analytical modeling and simulations to
study the effect of the following factors on data availability
and on the associated maintenance costs:
.
.
.
.

the durable component characteristics: the relevant
characteristic is the durable component’s read
bandwidth,
the volatile nodes characteristics: number of volatile
nodes, their availability, and bandwidth,
the workload characteristics: the number and size of the
objects maintained by the system, and
the replication scheme characteristics: replication level
and replica placement strategy.

4.1 The Analytical Model
This section describes our analytical model (Section 1),
derives an expression for object availability (Section 2), and
discusses the model’s accuracy and limitations (Section 3).
4.1.1 The Model
We model the number of replicas of an object that exist in
the system as a birth-death process using a discrete-time,
discrete-space Markov chain.
Fig. 2 illustrates the model. An object can have a
maximum of n replicas. An object is in state k when k
replicas exist on the volatile nodes. The object is in state 0
when it exists only on the durable node, a situation where
we consider the object unavailable.
From a given state k, there is a transition to state k þ 1 with
rate  k corresponding to the replica repair rate. For k ¼ 0, the
repair rate  0 depends on the characteristics of the durable
node and the size of the object. For 0 < k < n, the system is in
repair mode and creates additional replicas (i.e., it “repairs”
them) constantly. We assume the repair rate is capped at
similar values on all participating nodes, thus k ¼  for all
0 < k < n. This repair rate  depends on the volatile nodes’
repair bandwidth and the size of the data object.

4.1.2 An Expression for Object (Un)availability
We assume exponentially distributed repair and failure
interarrival times. Using exponentials to model both the
repair and failure rates produces a mathematically tractable
model that can be analyzed analytically as an M/M/K/K
queue (where K is, in fact, the replication level n). We
discuss the validity of this assumption in the next section.
As a reminder, in this context, the object is unavailable
while it is in state 0. The probability of being in state 0 (p0 ) is
given by [26]:
p0 ¼

1þ

Pn

1

Qk1

i
i¼0  iþ1

k¼1

However,
8
< 0

k ¼
:
0

k ¼ 0;
0; < k  n;
k > n;

and
k ¼ k for k  0:
As a result, after derivations, unavailability (pp0 ) becomes:
p0 ¼

1þ

1

 
0  k1 1
k¼1  
k!

Pn

:

Two notations better reveal the meaning of the above
formula:
.

We refer to the term =
 as ; intuitively, 
represents the volatile nodes replica repair ratio: the
ratio between how fast the volatile nodes create new
replicas and how fast they fail (or, equivalently, the
number of replicas the system can create during the
lifetime of a volatile node).
 as  , which is
. Additionally, we refer to the term 0 =
the durable node replica repair ratio: the ratio between
how fast the durable node creates new replicas
(placed on the volatile nodes) and how fast these fail.
Using these notations:
p0 ¼

1þ

1
Pn

k1
k¼1 k!

:

A number of observations can be made: first, setting n
much larger than  (i.e., significantly increasing the
replication level) does not significantly increase availability
(reduce p 0 ). The reason is that the term k! is much larger
than  k1 for n >  . Second, if  is large enough, then a
reasonable value of  is enough to achieve good availability
(i.e., low p 0 ).
Note that when n ¼ 1, availability depends only on the
durable node repair ratio  , which is intuitive. Also, as
expected, there are decreasing incremental gains from
increasing the replication level.
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4.1.3 Model Accuracy and Limitations
A number of assumptions limit the accuracy of the
analytical model, yet make it mathematically tractable and
make it possible to derive a compact closed-form expression
for availability that offers two primary benefits: first, it
unveils the key relationships between the system characteristics, hence it is still useful for a coarse-grain, qualitative
characterization of the system and, second, it offers a good
approximation for availability at specific points in the
parameters space, which enables validating the correctness
of the simulator discussed in the next section.
The rest of this section summarizes the simplifying
assumptions made by the analytical model.
First, the model does not capture transient failures. In other
words, all failures (i.e., transitions from state k to state
k  1) are assumed to be destructive. However, especially
for a system built atop donated storage, nodes may depart
and rejoin the system without actually losing data [27], [28].
Second, the model assumes that failures are time-independent.
While this is an approximation frequently used, recent work
by Schroeder et al. [28] analyzes failure traces from six
large-scale production systems: high-performance computing sites and large data centers, and finds that disk failures
are autocorrelated in time and have long-range time
dependencies.
Third, the model assumes exponentially distributed replica
repair and lifetimes. Empirical evidence supports the assumption that component lifetimes (e.g., time to permanent disk
failure) are well-modeled by exponential distribution [23],
[29], [30]; this assumption, however, is not well-supported
for replica repair times.
Fourth, the model analyzes the state of a single object. In
reality, several objects exist in the system and share the
system’s resources. This fact has a direct effect on the actual
replica repair rate which varies depending on the number
of objects that are concurrently repaired. The analytical
model, however, is agnostic to the number of objects in the
system, and assumes that the repair rate does not depend
on the number of concurrent repairs. Another implication of
this limitation is that the model does not capture the effect
of replica placement decisions.
Fifth, the model does not capture the fact that replicas of the
same object can be repaired in parallel. In reality, when an
object is in replication level k , the missing n  k replicas can
be repaired in parallel. As a result, a more realistic model
for k will depend on the number of replica sources k and
the number of replica destinations n  kk, and it is expressed
n  kk, k). However, to keep the analytical model
as  min(n
tractable, k is assumed to be constant irrespective of the
current replication level of the object. This assumption is
conservative in the sense that the analytical model uses a
lower bound for the replica repair rate.
Finally, the model has no time factor. Our analysis is based
on discrete-time, discrete-space Markov chain; hence, it
predicts the availability of the system only in the equilibrium state (i.e., after running for long-enough time).
4.2 The Simulation Model
To overcome the limitations of the analytical model, we
build a simulator that provides a more accurate view of the
proposed system. The simulator is built using SimPy [31], a
discrete-event simulation language. The rest of this section
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discusses the simulation model (Section 1), and its accuracy
(Section 2).

4.2.1 The Model
Each volatile node in the simulator has limited bandwidth
and disk space, while the durable node has limited
bandwidth and unlimited storage space.
The simulator is driven by: 1) a trace of failure events
(transient and permanent) for the volatile nodes (the traces
will be discussed below), and 2) the number and size of the
objects to be maintained. It simulates the behavior of both
the durable and volatile nodes, and it applies different
replica placement and repair polices. The simulator
monitors the state of the objects (i.e., their replication level),
and the amount of traffic generated by all nodes throughout
the simulation.
The replica repair policy is simulated as follows: when
the metadata service detects a volatile node failure, it
attempts to increase the replication level of all objects
maintained by the failed nodes back to the minimum
replication level n. For each lost replica, the metadata
service sends a repair request to a corresponding live
replica hosted on another volatile node. If no live replica is
available, the request is sent to the durable node. To model
contention on access links and storage devices, repair
requests are queued and served sequentially by the storage
nodes (both durable and volatile). Hence, a node’s upload
channel is not time-shared and is dedicated for one transfer
at a time. A repair request is processed as follows: The
source node asks for a candidate destination node from the
metadata service. The metadata service, in its turn, replies
with a candidate destination based on the replica placement
scheme employed. Once obtained, the source node informs
the destination of the upcoming object transfer, and waits
for acknowledgment to start the transfer. At the destination
node, incoming transfer requests are queued and served in
FIFO order; consequently, similar to the upload channel, a
node’s download channel is not time-shared as it is
dedicated for one transfer at a time.
4.2.2 Model Accuracy
Assuming accurate traces, the simulation model addresses
all the shortcomings of the analytical model discussed in
Section 4.1.3) with one exception: network contention is
modeled only on access links (i.e., the model assumes direct
connectivity for all node pairs and no shared bottlenecks at
the network core). Given that we target a LAN environment
with good connectivity and high-speed core switches, this
assumption is acceptable; further, our experiments in the
evaluation section, which estimate the peak-aggregategenerated traffic, support the adequacy of this assumption.
4.3 Simulation-Based Evaluation
We use simulations to 1) gain additional insight beyond what
the analytical model can offer, 2) compare the characteristics
of our design with those of systems built atop of unreliable
components only, and 3) evaluate the effect of the deployment platform and workload characteristics on data availability and on the generated maintenance traffic.
The simulator is driven by traces of node failure and
repair events, thus the accuracy of the simulation results
depends on the accuracy with which these traces reflect
real-world events. We use Weibull distributions to generate
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transient failures’ interarrival times. Heath et al. [32] argue
that Weibull distributions model well desktop availability
in an enterprise environment, Nurmi et al. [33] also reach
the same conclusion. As for permanent failures, exponential
distributions are widely accepted to model their interarrival
time [21], [23], [29], [30], [34].
We use synthetic traces instead of real-life traces for two
reasons. First, synthetic traces enable varying failure
density, hence allowing for better investigation of key
system trends. Second, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no public desktop availability traces long enough to
expose the impact of permanent disk failures where MTTF
is in the order of years (the traces analyzed by other desktop
availability studies are at most a few months long [32], [33],
[35]). We have investigated the possible use of traces that
characterize other environments (e.g., HPC clusters [36]).
However, these traces capture only permanent failures,
which is insufficient to drive the simulator.
Unless otherwise noted, simulations are configured as
follows: the system maintains 32 TB of data divided into
1GB objects. The replication level n is set to 3, a common
value used in distributed storage systems [1].
The impact of object size can be summarized as follows:
On the one side, using small objects increases the
opportunity for parallel repair; however, it produces large
number of objects that generate a larger number of
placement combinations; as a result, the simultaneous
failure of any n nodes is likely to result in data loss. On
the other side, using very large object size reduces the
opportunity for parallel repair; however, it results in
consuming fewer placement combinations, hence it is less
likely that the failure of n nodes will affect the replica set of
a specific object. A more detailed discussion on the impact
of object size appears in [24].
The system contains 1,000 volatile nodes, each such node
allocating up to b ¼ 2 Mbps for replica maintenance. The
durable node provides up to B ¼ 1 Mbps read throughput.
This value is within the range of the wide-area download
throughput offered by Amazon S3 [37].
Further, each simulation generates its own four-yearlong synthetic traces with the following parameters. For the
transient failures, the Weibull distribution parameters are:
0.49 for the shape factor, and 10 days for the scale factor
(these parameters are derived from [32], and the corresponding node MTTF is 20 days). For the permanent
failures, the exponential distribution has a node MTTF of
one year (similar to [21]).
All experiments report averages over at least 30 runs and
95 percent confidence interval. Hence, to reproduce the
simulation results, one only needs to configure the random
distribution functions with the above-mentioned parameters.
Finally, we report unavailability rather than availability
as it is easier to plot on logarithmic scale.

4.3.1 Comparing the Analytical Model with Simulation
The first question we address is: how close the analytical model
is to simulations? To answer this question, we estimate
unavailability for various values of volatile nodes’ bandwidth. Fig. 3 presents the results.
Two details of this experiment are worth discussing.
First, since the analytical model does not model transient
failures, in this simulation we only generate permanent
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Fig. 3. Comparing the unavailability predicted by the analytical model
and simulations (the lower the unavailability, the better).

failures. Second, to seed the analytical model, two parameters need to be estimated: the repair ratios  and  . To do
so, we need to estimate the creation rates  and 0 , and the
failure rate  implied in the generated traces. The replica
failure rate  depends on the volatile nodes’ failure rate.
Since the lifetime of a replica is equal to the lifetime of the
node that maintains that replica, we can estimate  as
1=MT T F vn , where MT T F vn is a volatile node’s mean time
to permanent failure. The replica creation rate  depends on
the amount of data that need to be repaired, and the volatile
nodes’ repair bandwidth. Let d be the average amount of
data maintained by each volatile node, and b a volatile
node’s repair bandwidth. Consequently, one node’s data
can be recreated with a rate of b=d
b=d; therefore, on average, the
creation rate  of a single object can be estimated by 2  b=d
b=d.
In this experiment, there are 1,000 volatile nodes, and the
average amount of data maintained by each node is d ¼ 32 
3=1; 000TB  98 GB; thus, for example, for the first data
point, where b ¼ 1Mbps,   78 replica copies per year. The
same estimation also applies to  0 by replacing b with the
durable node’s repair bandwidth.
These estimates for the creation rates  0 and  are
conservative as they assume that a failed node’s data are
recreated only by one node (at b repair rate). In reality, data of
a failed node is repaired in parallel by more than one volatile
node. However, the degree of parallel repair is difficult to
estimate, as it depends on the system state at the time of
failure, which is related to how the objects to be repaired are
distributed in the system, and on other repair operations
processed at the same time competing for the available repair
bandwidth. As a result, the analytical model we use here is
seeded to make conservative availability predictions
(i.e., higher unavailability) compared to simulations.
Nevertheless, the conservative prediction by the analytical model is still useful in that it defines a coarse lower
bound for availability. Further, this expected result (the fact
that the simulation predicts slightly better availability than
the analytical model) increases our confidence with the
accuracy of the simulator.

4.3.2 The Impact of the Stored Data Volume on
Durability
To highlight the benefits of using a durable component, and
the importance of adequate resource provisioning, this
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Fig. 4. The fraction of objects lost after four years. For storage load less
than 16 TB, no objects were lost in any configuration. When
aggressively increasing both the replication level and the bandwidth
limits (n ¼ 8 and b ¼ 8 Mbps), the system does not lose any objects for a
storage load of up to and including 128 TB.

section considers a system built atop unreliable, volatile
nodes only. This system employs replication to provide both
durability and availability. We are interested in answering
the following question: using replication on the volatile nodes
only, what is the maximum data volume that can be preserved
durably for a specific time interval given particular system
characteristics (e.g., repair bandwidth and replication level)?
To answer this question, we run simulations in which
we remove the durable component (by setting its
bandwidth to 0), and vary the storage load maintained
by the system. Fig. 4 shows the fraction of objects lost at
the end of the experiment.
As the storage load grows, each node maintains a higher
data volume. Consequently, repairing a failed node datum
requires more time, and this increases the likelihood of other,
almost concurrent, failures that may cause data loss. To
compensate for this effect and increase durability, the repair
bandwidth and/or the replication level can be increased. For
instance, using n ¼ 8 and b ¼ 8 Mbps, the system does not
lose any objects while maintaining up to 128 TB. But,
increased durability comes at the cost of increased maintenance traffic and disk space. Further, when the storage load
increases beyond 128 TB, the system starts losing data again.

4.3.3 Reducing Durability Costs: Trading off Availability
for Durability
Given the results of the previous experiment, we aim to
quantify the benefits of adding a durable back-end storage
component, even with a low access bandwidth. The
questions we aim to answer are: How much does the system
save in terms of maintenance traffic and disk space when a durable
component is added? Further, what is the impact on availability
as a trade-off to increased durability when one replica is moved to
a durable yet low-bandwidth component?
To address these questions, we run an experiment
comparing the two systems. For the system with a durable
component, we use our default configurations: B ¼ 1 Mbps,
b ¼ 2 Mbps, n ¼ 3 replicas. For the system without durable
component, we use the minimum configuration in which
the system was able to durably store all data up to 128 TB:
b ¼ 8 Mbps and n ¼ 8.
Fig. 5 demonstrates that the system with the durable
component generates 60 percent less maintenance traffic
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Fig. 5. Total traffic sent during the experiment (log scale). The system
with durable component is configured with B ¼ 1 Mbps, b ¼ 2 Mbps,
and n ¼ 3. The system without durable component is configured with
b ¼ 8 Mbps, n ¼ 8.

Fig. 6. CDF of aggregate maintenance traffic generated for a storage
load of 128 TB. For better visibility, the figure plots the curve for the
asymmetric architecture up to the 99th percentile only.

than the system without a durable component. For example,
for a storage load of 128 TB, the system without durable
component generates, on average, an aggregate traffic of
about 343 Mbps, a significant burden even for a gigabit
LAN compared to only 133 Mbps for the system with
durable component.
Fig. 6 presents the cumulative distribution function
(CDF), and the summary statistics, for the aggregate
maintenance traffic generated over time for the previous
experiment. The system with the durable component not
only generates lower average maintenance traffic, but the
generated traffic has lower variability, making the maintenance overhead more predictable and, as a result,
reducing its impact on competing application traffic. Moreover, the peak bandwidth required by the system with
durable component is seven times lower than the peak
bandwidth required by the system without durable
component, a major maintenance cost reduction.
Finally, the system with a durable component requires
significantly less disk space as it uses four replicas (one on
the durable node and three on the volatile nodes)
compared to eight replicas used by the system without a
durable component.
The price paid for these savings is twofold: 1) a slightly
more complex, asymmetric system that includes the durable
component and, 2) higher unavailability (Fig. 7). Although
unavailability increases as the storage load increases, the
system is still able to provide acceptable average availability
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Fig. 7. CDF of unavailability (the lower the unavailability, the better) for
the system with durable component while varying the volume of data
stored. The system is configured with B ¼ 1 Mbps, b ¼ 2 Mbps, and
n ¼ 3. Note that the Y-axis starts at 50 percent.

Fig. 8. CDF of unavailability while varying the durable node’s bandwidth
(B). Note that the Y-axis starts at 80 percent.

levels even for large storage volumes; moreover, a significant percentage of the objects (90 percent) have about the
same availability level as the average. Further, a significant
percentage of the objects have full availability (97 percent
for the smallest storage load used in the 16 TB experiment,
and 60 percent for the largest storage load used in 128 TB).
Finally, note that for the system without a durable
component, durability and availability are, in effect, identical, and for the parameters we consider, the system offers
full availability for storage load up to 128 TB. However, this
is at the expense of extra storage and maintenance traffic.

4.3.4 Provisioning System Resources
To provide insight on system resource provisioning, we
explore the effect of bandwidth limits at the durable and the
volatile nodes, as well as the effect of the replication level, on
the achieved availability and generated maintenance traffic.
The impact of bandwidth limitations at the durable
node on availability and volume of generated traffic. Fig. 8
plots the CDF of object unavailability while increasing the
durable node’s bandwidth. Increasing the bandwidth of the
durable component has little impact on availability. For
example, in this experiment, reducing average unavailability by one order of magnitude requires increasing the
durable component’s bandwidth by more than eightfold
while keeping the volatile node’s bandwidth and the
replication level constant.

9

Fig. 9. CDF of aggregate maintenance traffic generated while varying
the durable node’s bandwidth (B).

This is expected as the role of the durable component is
limited to recreating only the first replica of a lost object.
After this, only the volatile nodes’ repair bandwidth
influences how fast additional replicas are created before
losing the object again (more on this in Section 5).
Increasing the stable component bandwidth does not
impact the generated maintenance traffic (Fig. 9). The
slightly better availability is achieved at the cost of enabling
faster recovery directly from the durable node. This is an
observation with direct practical impact: for example, when
considering outsourcing the durable component to storage
utility that offers two levels of service differentiated by
their access performance, the system deplorers should not
pay for the “premium” service as it only marginally
impacts availability.
The impact of bandwidth limitations at the volatile
nodes on availability and volume of generated traffic.
Unlike the effect of the durable node’s bandwidth, the
volatile node’s bandwidth has a marked impact on
availability (Fig. 10). For example, reducing average
unavailability by one order of magnitude requires increasing the volatile nodes’ bandwidth fourfold while keeping
the durable component’s bandwidth and the replication
level constant.
Note that this improvement is reflected noticeably on the
distribution: the 90th and 99th percentile decrease along
with the average; however, the maximum unavailability
still does not improve proportionally.
Interestingly, the volume of maintenance traffic generated does not increase proportionally with the significant
observed improvement in availability. The improvement in
availability is achieved at the cost of allowing larger traffic
spikes, which help repair after failure bursts. This is
demonstrated by the increase in the length of the right tail
of the traffic distribution presented in Fig. 11.
The impact of the replication level. As expected,
increasing the replication level decreases unavailability
(Fig. 12). The quantitative result is worth mentioning: for
each additional replica, average unavailability decreases by
one order of magnitude. We assume that the interconnection has appropriate capacity to support the desired
replication levels.
Note that for all replication levels, at least 92 percent of
the objects are fully available; further, and equally
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Fig. 10. CDF of unavailability while varying the volatile nodes’ bandwidth
(b). Note that the Y-axis starts at 80 percent.

Fig. 13. CDF of total aggregate replication bandwidth consumed while
varying the replication level (n).

Fig. 11. CDF of total maintenance traffic generated while varying the
volatile nodes’ bandwidth (b).

Fig. 14. Comparing average unavailability for three different replica
placement schemes.

Fig. 12. CDF of object unavailability while varying the replication level n.

“least transfers count placement.” Implementing this
scheme, however, requires global information on system’s
state that may be costly to obtain. Thus, the final question
we address in this section is: What is the impact of the replica
placement decisions on data availability?
To answer this question, we compare two replica
placement schemes and the one presented above. First,
with random placement, the destination node is chosen
randomly. Second, with most disk space placement, the
replica is placed at the node with the maximum available
disk space. The advantage of random placement is that it
does not require global information; while the advantage of
placement based on disk space is that it consistently
balances the data volumes stored across all nodes.
Fig. 14 compares the three placement schemes. Surprisingly, the “most disk space” scheme performs much worse
than the other two schemes, while the “least transfers count”
scheme achieves much better availability. The reason is that
the latter enables better utilization of the repair bandwidth
across the volatile nodes by distributing the replica repair
work evenly across available access links. Finally, we note
that the availability loss caused by the random placement
solution (roughly a loss of one “nine”) is the price to pay for a
solution that does not use global information.

important, the maximum unavailability is reduced proportionally as well.
Fig. 13 presents the corresponding maintenance traffic
distribution. The significant availability gain achieved when
increasing the replication level comes at the cost of
increasing the storage space used and maintenance traffic
generated: increasing the replication level from three to six
results in 75 percent increase in the mean, 71 percent
increase in the 99th percentile, and 63 percent increase in
the peak traffic.

4.3.5 The Impact of the Replica Placement Scheme
The replica placement scheme decides where to recreate a
failed replica. For all the experiments presented so far, the
system was configured to choose a destination node with
the least number of pending transfers so that lost replicas
can be recreated as quickly as possible; we call this scheme

5

USE CASE: A GRIDFTP SERVER

While the previous section focused on exploring the
relationships between data availability and various system
characteristics (e.g., replication level, available repair
bandwidth, and replica placement solution), this section
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Fig. 16. GridFTP/MosaStore integrated architecture.

Fig. 15. Globus’s GridFTP server in a typical deployment in the context
of a third-party transfer. A server consists of a single front-end protocol
interpreter (PI) node that parses clients’ commands, and a set of nodes
that run data transfer processes (DTP) which handle requests from the
PI and are responsible for accessing and transferring stored data.

aims to explore the practical feasibility of this architecture,
and to demonstrate its high I/O throughput characteristics.
To this end, we use the GridFTP server usage scenario
mentioned in Section 1. GridFTP [6] has become the data
access protocol of choice for data-intensive scientific communities. The protocol includes new features (e.g., striping
and parallel transfers) that enable harnessing the independent I/O paths potentially offered by the deployment
environment. More relevant to our work, GridFTP deployments are customarily supported by high-end hardware
resources that offer high I/O access rates. We aim to
demonstrate that our approach can reduce the cost of
GridFTP deployments while retaining their high throughput.
We build a GridFTP server based on the proposed
hybrid architecture. Our prototype integrates components
from two systems: MosaStore, a scavenged storage system
[13], and the Globus’ project GridFTP server [6]. The main
challenges in this integrated system relate to transparency
(i.e., users should not perceive any difference between the
service provided by the new GridFTP server and a standard
GridFTP server) and efficient use of storage resources to
provide high throughput.
The rest of this section discusses limitations of current
GridFTP servers (Section 1), describes in detail our GridFTP
server design (Section 2), and presents an evaluation of the
prototype (Section 3).

5.1 Current GridFTP Servers’ Limitations
This section discusses limitations of current GridFTP
deployments or design.
5.1.1 High Deployment Costs
To enable high I/O access rates, current GridFTP deployments are typically supported by high-end hardware
resources such as parallel file systems (e.g., PVFS [17] and
HPSS [38]) over dedicated clusters (Fig. 15). The cost of
these resources raises the barrier for research groups to join,
collaborate, and share data in a grid.
Our hybrid storage architecture reduces the cost of
GridFTP deployments: a low-cost Automated Tape Library
(ATL) can be used as the durable component, while the
volatile storage is obtained by harnessing the free, underused storage capacity of desktops that exist in any research

organization, and are already maintained by site administrators. On the performance and scalability side, scavenging
idle storage has two advantages: first, desktops at the same
site are usually connected via high-bandwidth LANs;
second, as the site grows, more desktops participate in the
system, inherently increasing the I/O bandwidth and the
storage space of the system. However, a new GridFTP
design is required to enable the use of these resources.

5.1.2 Limited Efficiency
Existing GridFTP server designs do not exploit data locality.
This is a result of accessing a parallel file system that uses
striping (thus places different parts of a file on different
storage nodes) through a POSIX API that cannot expose the
location of these stripes. The lack of location information
precludes the ability to allocate the task of transferring the
data corresponding to a file stripe precisely to the node that
persistently stores the stripe thus leading to additional data
transfer overheads.
5.2 A Scavenged GridFTP Server
This section presents the design of a GridFTP server based
on our proposed hybrid architecture, which addresses the
above-mentioned limitations: it scavenges storage space to
reduce deployment cost, and it keeps track and exposes
stripe location information to enable high performance.
5.2.1 Server Design and Components
As mentioned, our GridFTP server design integrates
components from two systems (Fig. 16):
First, Globus’ GridFTP server consists of a single frontend protocol interpreter (PI) node that parses GridFTP
clients’ commands, and a set of nodes that run data transfer
processes (DTP) which handle requests from the PI and are
responsible for transferring stored data (Fig. 15). The
GridFTP framework [12] is a modular framework designed
to facilitate building GridFTP servers on top of various
storage systems. Building a GridFTP server using this
framework requires the implementation of two interfaces to
access the underlying storage system: the control interface
which is integrated with the PI module, and the data
interface which is integrated with the DTPs and handles
access to stored data and its transfer.
Second, MosaStore [13] is a highly configurable storage
system designed to harness unused storage space from
LAN-connected workstations. MosaStore’s design consists
of three components: a metadata service, a set of
“benefactor” nodes that donate storage space, and the
clients that access the system. Similar to the standard
practice in parallel file system design, MosaStore employs
striping to increase performance: files are divided into
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chunks distributed among the benefactors. MosaStore’s
metadata service maintains information related to available space, system’s namespace, file attributes, and
mappings from files to chunks and from chunks to
benefactors. The benefactor nodes use soft-state registration to declare their status (on-/offline, and available disk
space) to the management service, and serve client
requests to store/retrieve data chunks. In a nutshell, a
client performs a read operation by asking the metadata
service for the file’s chunks-benefactors mapping. Once
obtained, the client pulls the data directly from the
benefactors.
Using components from these two systems, we build a
new GridFTP server (Fig. 16). MosaStore’s metadata service
takes over the role of the metadata service in the hybrid
architecture, while the benefactors represent the volatile
nodes; moreover, the benefactors also run the GridFTP DTPs
to handle data transfers. Finally, the newly integrated server
includes an additional component for the durable node.
Fig. 16 presents the integrated architecture and highlights the newly added components:
.

.

.

.

The Server PI parses GridFTP commands sent by the
client, and invokes the GridFTP/MosaStore control
interface to handle the requests. Note that the
interface between the PI and the GridFTP client
(i.e., the control channel protocol) did not change,
hence a standard GridFTP client can be used to
access the server.
The DTPs run on the donated storage nodes
(representing the volatile nodes in the hybrid
architecture). Each DTP is composed of three
components: 1) MosaStore’s benefactor daemon
which manages local storage and replication requests from the metadata service, 2) the data channel
controller implements the standard GridFTP data
channel protocol and handles data movement from/
to the node, and 3) the data interface which handles
data access requests from the server PI by conveying
data between the benefactor daemon and the data
channel controller.
MosaStore’s Metadata Service resembles the centralized
metadata service in our proposed hybrid architecture:
it maintains the system’s metadata, detects failed
nodes, and makes replica placement decisions.
The Durable Component Daemon operates on the
durable component where it handles replication
requests. Note that the durable component does not
run a DTP as it has no role in serving data to clients.

5.2.2 Example of Component Interaction
We use a third-party transfer to present the interaction
among these components. Briefly, a third-party transfer is a
direct data transfer between two GridFTP servers arbitrated
by a GridFTP client. Specifically, it works as follows:
.

Identifying source DTPs. The GridFTP client sends a
read command in passive mode to the source server.
The PI at the source server parses the command and
invokes the GridFTP/MosaStore control interface to
handle it. The control interface, in turn, contacts the
metadata service asking for the segment-to-benefactor

.

.

.

.
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mapping. Once obtained, the control interface replies
to the PI with a set of IP/Port addresses of the DTPs
responsible for the file. The PI passes the addresses
back to the client as a response to the passive read
command.
Relaying the source DTPs to the destination server. The
client sends a write command in active mode to the
destination server. As part of the active write
parameters, the client passes the set of source DTP
addresses (obtained previously from the source
server) to the destination server.
Identifying the destination DTPs. The PI at the
destination server invokes the control interface
passing it the source DTPs. The control interface,
consequently, contacts the metadata service asking
for a set of benefactors that may provide the
required storage space.
Data movement. At this point, the control interface at
the destination server has identified the source and
destination DTPs. Subsequently, the control interface
delegates the write command to the DTPs running
on the destination benefactors which pull the data
directly and in parallel from the DTPs running on
the benefactors of the source server.
Replication management. Once data are written to the
destination benefactors, the background replication
daemon, called by the metadata service, creates the
required number of replicas on other benefactors
and on the durable node.

5.3 Evaluation
We evaluate our prototype on a testbed of 22 nodes each
with a 2.33 GHz quad-core CPU, 4 GB memory, and 1 Gbps
NICs. We compare our server’s performance with the
performance of unmodified GridFTP servers running over
NFS [39] and PVFS [17]. It is important to note that PVFS is
optimized for high-throughput operations, and assumes
dedicated storage nodes in its design; consequently, PVFS
does not handle storage nodes’ failures.
To assess the performance of our design under high load,
we set up a GridFTP server supported by 10 storage nodes,
and accessed by 40 clients running on 10 other machines.
Clients are started at 5 s intervals and each client reads 100 files
of 100 MB each. Both MosaStore and PVFS were configured
with 1 MB block size and stripe size of 4.
Fig. 17 shows the throughput aggregated over all clients.
We have used the default configuration for the NFS setup,
which was able to saturate the NFS server network access
link (1 Gbps), hence no other configuration can achieve a
better performance. With regard to PVFS, we have explored
a large number of different configurations (e.g., strip size
and group strip factor), all of which resulted in more or less
the same performance.
This experiment illustrates the ability of our system to
efficiently harness the available I/O channels and to scale to
support an intense workload. Further, GridFTP/Mosastore
achieves 60 percent increase in aggregate throughput
compared to out-of-the-box GridFTP/PVFS setup. This
performance increase is mainly due to GridFTP/Mosastore
integrated server’s ability to exploit data locality (which we
discussed in detail in Section 5.1).
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Fig. 17. Aggregate throughput for 40 clients reading 100 files of 100 MB
each. The GridFTP server is supported by 10 storage nodes each
connected at 1 Gbps.

Finally, the peaks at the beginning and the end of the
experiment are primarily the result of lower contention for
shared disk resources. Since the experiment was set up such
that clients start 5 s apart, at the beginning and at the end of
the experiment, there were fewer clients than in the middle
of the experiment. As a result, at the beginning and at the
end of the experiment, there is lower contention on disks (as
they are able to deliver maximal throughput for one
sequential read operation). A second effect that plays here
as well is related to our (simplified) way of estimating the
aggregate achieved I/O throughput: we use averages
computed for each file transfer rather than finer granularity
estimates. In more details: to estimate the aggregate
delivered throughput, we compute the observed throughput for each download operation (as transfer size divided
by duration), then, for each time interval, we sum the
throughputs for all active I/O operations. Since at the
beginning and at the end of the experiment there are fewer
clients than in the middle of the experiment, the average
throughput for these first (and last) file operations is higher
and distributed by our simplified method to compute
aggregated over the entire life of the file read operation.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates the feasibility of a low-cost storage
architecture, named ThriftStore, which offers the durability
and access performance characteristics of a well-endowed
system. ThriftStore is based on integrating large number of
volatile components and low-bandwidth durable components. This hybrid architecture allows for complete separation of the two components of data reliability—durability and
availability. This decoupling, in turn, creates an opportunity
to trade-off availability—the less critical property—for
lower replica repair overhead, while maintaining strong
durability guarantees.
We presented analytical- and simulation-based tools that
are essential to analyze and provision this class of hybrid
storage systems. We used these tools to investigate the
availability-repair overhead trade-offs enabled by ThriftStore. Our results are summarized as follows:
.

Adding a back-end durable component brings a
number of gains. First, strong durability for the whole
system becomes resilient to fatal concurrent failures
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(i.e., failures that hit all replicas of a set of objects), the
main threat to durability in replicated storage
systems. Second, a dramatic reduction in replica
repair costs and the variability of the generated repair
traffic, while offering the same durability guarantees.
Particularly, the presence of a durable component
halves the generated replica repair traffic and the
used storage space, and reduces the required peak
repair bandwidth by almost one order of magnitude.
These advantages, however, come at the cost of the
additional complexity of an asymmetric data replication scheme and slightly lower availability.
. Increasing the durable component’s bandwidth has
limited impact on improving availability; however,
increasing the volatile nodes’ bandwidth improves
average availability at the cost of allowing higher
peak repair traffic. Further, increasing the replication
level improves both the average and minimum
availability at the cost of higher peak and total
repair traffic and used storage space.
. A replica placement scheme that creates a new
replica at the node that offers the fastest creation
time can reduce unavailability by two orders of
magnitude compared to a solution that aims for load
balancing in terms of space, and by one order of
magnitude compared to random placement.
Finally, we present a prototype use-case application: a
GridFTP server that employs the proposed hybrid architecture, which demonstrates that our approach can reduce the
cost of data access infrastructures while maintaining their
high-performance characteristics. Additionally, we improve
the design of GridFTP server architecture to exploit data
locality and reduce the data transfer overheads. The
evaluation of our new GridFTP prototype proves the highthroughput potential of the system and its ability to scale
under heavy workload.
A trade-off worth investigating, which we leave as future
work, is the availability-energy trade-off. In particular, a
number of disk energy conservation techniques are based on
switching disks to low-power mode after a specific idle
period [40]. Such techniques reduce energy consumption at
the cost of lower availability as they increase replica repair
times and client service time, especially in the case of load
surges. The simulator we have developed can be modified to
include energy as another managed resource hence enabling
the exploration of energy-related techniques in the context of
our architecture, and the study of their relationship with
other system factors, such as the replica placement scheme.
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